
A King’s Match in America
The Truth and the DNA work





Present Richard, Duke of Gloucester:
"… the purpose—and indeed the strength—of the Richard III 
Society derives from the belief that the truth is more powerful 
than lies; a faith that even after all these centuries the truth 
is important. "



The negative perception of Richard III relates to 
some or all of the following points:

• he was a nasty hunchback who plotted and schemed his way to the throne;

• he killed Henry VI's son Edward;

• he killed Henry VI – King: 1422-1461 and 1470-1471 (a sweet, innocent 
saint);

• he got his brother, the duke of Clarence, executed;

• he killed the Princes in the Tower (sweet, innocent children);

• he killed his wife Anne because he wanted to marry his niece Elizabeth;

• he was a bad king;

• and so it was lucky that Good King Henry Tudor got rid of him for us.



No sons for Henry VIII, 
Elizabeth I is the last Tudor



King Henry VII and VIII were behind 
painting Richard III with a mean or severe 
facial expression; and signs written into 
the characteristics of his body, which is 
often presented with exaggerated 
physical impairments to his hand and 
shoulder, and a dark complexion and hair 
and eye colour. In the 15th and 16th 
centuries, darker features and physical 
impairments were sometimes read as 
outward signs of inward moral failings.





Rothley Temple Painting
mid-1800s





The Richard III Society was started in 1924 to set 
the record straight. 

Question: What took the Society three years, 
untold amounts of grit and graft, and produced a 
glittering result?



Philippa Langley knew King Richard III had been 'piteously slain' at 
Bosworth Field. And she knew the Franciscan Friars of Leicester had 
laid him to rest in a simple grave. But where to look? Was he still 
there? And would they let her try to find him?







DNA supports John Ashdown-Hill's work

J1c2c
Partial mtDNA test

1 in 16,000 chance



Mom and me: Windsor Castle



Tomb of Anne St Leger and George Manners in St. George's Chapel, Windsor.



But there’s more in the bones.. 

Richard ate and drank like a King

Jane Evans: British Geological Survey



J1C2C3

Now a 1 in 10 million chance

Dr. Ian Logan





Despite the only negative
growth period in world
population, the prime
period of the Plantagenets
show their women having 
6 to 12 children each and
most of these living to 
adulthood. Theory: Did the
rare J1c2c3 mutation occur 
in this family at this time.



The American Project is underway

All things point to England 
and many to Jamestown Settlement in VA 

and Elizabeth City, NC













J1c2c3 5th Cousins in front of J1c2c3  great-
grandparents graves in Elizabeth City, NC



Genealogy in the Elizabeth City Family Center





In the field: J1c2c3 1750 Home found











Next Steps

• Press releases (England and Virginian-Pilot) after the paper is 
published.

• Get the attention of and leverage John Ashdown-Hill’s unpublished 
works which may include English genealogy that goes to America.

• Continue autosomal matching to determine relationships between 
our J1c2c3 members.

• Continue working up (back in time) on the genealogy.

• Continue working down other branches of our J1c2c3 lines and 
contact people. Positive mtDNA tests from these people could be 
used to prove genealogy using new found 6th, 7th,.. cousins. 



Consumer DNA testing

• 23andme Autosomal, mtDNA, Y-DNA  (one time $99)

• AncestryDNA autosomal (one time $99, extra features: $20 to $45 per 
month)

• FTDNA (Family Tree DNA) Y-DNA (one time: $169 to $359)

• FTDNA full sequence mtDNA (one time: $199)

• FTDNA Family Finder Autosomal (one time $89 DNA autosomal transfer)

• National Geographic Geno2 Autosomal, mtDNA, Y-DNA (one time $150)

• Gedmatch.com Autosomal (Free. Upload 23andme and Ancestry data)













GEDmatch Archaic DNA 
matches:

Luxingburg man: 
Lived 8000 years ago







My True Ancestry







Full Genome - Dante
Dante detects all             2,875,001,522 autosomal markers

23andme detects:                      630,132  (down from 931,211)

Ancestry detects:                       637,639  (down from 682,549)

FTDNA detects:                          612,272

National Geo detects:               700,000  

Dante detects all                          16,569 Mitochondrial markers

23andme detects:                          4,318

Ancestry detects:                               195?   

FTDNA detects (full seq):            16,569

National Geo detects:                 ~4,000

Dante detects:                                 1,991 Y-DNA markers

23andme detects:                          3,733  (down from 3,923)

Ancestry detects:                           1,691? 

FTDNA detects:                                      ?

National Geo detects:                 ~3,577 (they claim ~20.000?)  



Full Genome - Dante

Dante detects all             2,875,001,522 autosomal markers

23andme detects:                      630,132  (down from 931,211)

Ancestry detects:                       637,639  (down from 682,549)

Of all the markers (Chromosomes 1-22) for David Brinkman :

23andme reports 271,096 of its 931,211 to be different from the reference (29%)

Ancestry reports 199,658 of its 682,549 to be different from the reference (29%)

The number of common differences in 23andme and Ancestry: 157,743

Common differences of Ancestry, 23andme, and Dante: 154,680 – Does not make sense



Full Genome - Dante

Dante reports 3,386,555 of 2,875,001,522 to be different from the reference (0.1%)

Fact: On the average, humans share 99.9% the same DNA

Humans share 60% the same DNA with a banana.

98.8% the same DNA with a chimpanzee

So, if humans are 99.9% the same, how come my parents are only a 50% match to me?

Shouldn’t they be 99.95% the same?

When 23andme and Ancestry report that 50% match, it is relative to only that 

0.1% of human DNA that varies. So yes, we are 99.95% the same as each parent.



Full Genome - Dante

Dante reports 3,386,555 of 2,875,001,522 to be different from the reference (0.1%)

Services like 23andme and Ancestry have lots of room for improvement because they are only

looking at 600,000 to 650,000 markers which is just one-fifth of that 0.1% of human DNA that can 
vary.

Why not do the Dante test?

1. It’s practically impossible for the average person to interpret Dante’s results. 

2. If you did manage to convert the data to an upload-able format (23andme, Ancestry), there is no 
service that can currently handle it.

3. When services (like Gedmatch) do start supporting full genome data, will they be able to handle 
the Dante format? Will Dante even be in business a few years from now?

4. And what about new DNA developments that could expand the full Genome (like Genetic 
memory)?



Autosomal DNA testing comparison chart

https://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_testing_comparison_chart



www.historysoft.com


